Name: __________________________________

Home School Partners – 1B: Classic Literature, Week 19:
Weeks 16-17
19: Quiz 7 (Weeks
16 17 Readings)
Readings
____

1.

One of the main reasons that Robinson Crusoe’s troubles begin is the fact that he doesn’t ___.
(A) have a job (B) study hard enough (C) value his parents’ advice (D) learn any naval skills

____

2.

What happens to Robinson Crusoe early in the story that seems like it could be a warning from God?
(A) He is injured. (B) He fights a ship’s captain. (C) A storm sinks his ship. (D) His father dies.

____

3.

Robinson Crusoe is captured and enslaved by pirates who are Moors, or ___.
(A) African Muslims (B) English robbers (C) escaped prisoners (D) Spanish Roman Catholics

____

4.

When Robinson Crusoe escapes the Moors, he takes along Xury, a ___.
(A) Moor pirate (B) planter companion (C) shipmaster (D) young companion

____

5.

Robinson Crusoe’s next home is in ___, where he gets wealthy from working in ___.
(A) Spain, tobacco (B) Brazil, sugar (C) Africa, gold (D) Australia, sugar

____

6.

Robinson Crusoe’s foolishness in sailing to Guinea to buy slaves is apparent because ___.
(A) he’s been shipwrecked before (B) he’s already prosperous (C) slavery is immoral (D) all of these

____

7.

After he is marooned, to what does Robinson Crusoe say, “O drug! What art thou good for?”
(A) the sun (B) a keg of whiskey (C) gold and silver (D) a cat (E) Starbucks® coffee (mocha)

____

8.

On the island, Robinson Crusoe says that “tears would run plentifully down my face” when he thinks of ___.
(A) God’s saving his life (B) the amount of food he has (C) his island home (D) his father and mother

____

9.

What animals provide Robinson Crusoe with meat and fat for making candles?
(A) goats (B) fish (C) turkeys (D) deer (E) very large fleas with a lot of, you know, meat and fat

____

10. What surprising event is a turning point for Robinson Crusoe’s acknowledgement of God’s provision?
(A) finishing his home (B) finding corn growing (C) seeing a ship (D) discovering the animals in #9

____

11. The two main things that spur Robinson Crusoe on to a saving faith in Jesus Christ are ___. (Choose two.)
(A) a broken leg (B) a severe illness (C) a hurricane (D) a bad dream

____

12. What major project does Robinson Crusoe decide to start right after he surveys the entire island?
(A) building a ship (B) digging a cellar (C) building a second dwelling (D) planting a giant field

____

13. After he travels an entire month to survey the island, what important realization strikes Robinson Crusoe?
(A) how critical it is to have gunpowder
(C) how much he has missed his “home” on the island
(B) how far he actually is from civilization
(D) how time passes quickly when you stay busy working

____

14. Upon his second anniversary on the island, Robinson Crusoe’s attitude toward his being there is ___.
(A) thankfulness (B) discouragement (C) anxiety (D) patience

____

15. Robinson Crusoe’s list of “must-do” daily tasks includes all the following except ___.
(A) reading his Bible (B) surveying the island (C) hunting for food (D) preparing his food

____

16. “Poll” the parrot’s unique achievement is providing Robinson Crusoe with ___.
(A) a “hunting buddy” (B) another voice on the island (C) a “guard” to keep other birds off his crops
(D) feathers for his “walking hat” (E) some of the juiciest, most tender meat outside of KFC Extra Crispy

____

17. The earthquake benefits Robinson Crusoe, because it ___.
(A) kills several animals (B) opens up a creek (C) widens his home

(D) moves the ship pieces closer

____

18. What two Biblical men is Robinson Crusoe associated with near the story’s beginning? (Choose two.)
(A) the prodigal son (B) Noah (C) the apostle Peter (D) Jonah

____

19. The reason Robinson Crusoe fails at building his first boat is because ___.
(A) he can’t cut the hard wood (B) it’s too big to move (C) he puts a hole in it

____

(D) he splits the wood

20. While thinking one day Robinson Crusoe recalls that on September 30, the same day he was born, he ___.
(A) is marooned (B) ran away to sea (C) was captured as a slave (D) escaped the Moor pirates

BONUS (+5):

How much grain does Robinson Crusoe set as his goal of producing each year?

Name: __________________________________
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C

1.

One of the main reasons that Robinson Crusoe’s troubles begin is the fact that he doesn’t ___.
(A) listen to his brother (B) study hard (C) value his parents’ advice (D) learn any naval skills

C

2.

What happens to Robinson Crusoe early in the story that seems like it could be a warning from God?
(A) He is injured. (B) He fights a ship’s captain. (C) A storm sinks his ship. (D) His father dies.

A

3.

Robinson Crusoe is captured and enslaved by pirates who are Moors, or ___.
(A) African Muslims (B) English robbers (C) escaped prisoners (D) Spanish Roman Catholics

D

4.

When Robinson Crusoe escapes the Moors, he takes along Xury, a ___.
(A) Moor pirate (B) hostage (C) shipmaster (D) young companion

B

5.

Robinson Crusoe’s next home is in ___, where he gets wealthy from working in ___.
(A) Spain, tobacco (B) Brazil, sugar (C) Africa, gold (D) Australia, sugar

D

6.

Robinson Crusoe suggests that it was foolish to sail to Guinea to buy slaves because ___.
(A) he’s been shipwrecked before (B) he’s already prosperous (C) slavery is immoral

(D) all of these

C

7.

After he is marooned, to what does Robinson Crusoe say, “O drug! What art thou good for?”
(A) the sun (B) a keg of whiskey (C) gold and silver (D) a cat (E) Starbucks® coffee (mocha)

A

8.

On the island, Robinson Crusoe says that “tears would run plentifully down my face” when he thinks of ___.
(A) God’s saving his life (B) the amount of food he has (C) his island home (D) his father and mother

A

9.

What animals provide Robinson Crusoe with meat and fat for making candles?
(A) goats (B) fish (C) turkeys (D) deer (E) very large fleas with a lot of, you know, meat and fat

B

10. What surprising event is a turning point for Robinson Crusoe’s acknowledgement of God’s provision?
(A) finishing his home (B) finding corn growing (C) seeing a ship (D) discovering the animals in #9

B
D

11. The two main things that spur Robinson Crusoe on to a saving faith in Jesus Christ are ___. (Choose two.)
(A) a broken leg (B) a severe illness (C) a hurricane (D) a bad dream

C

12. What major project does Robinson Crusoe decide to start right after he surveys the entire island?
(A) building a ship (B) digging a cellar (C) building a second dwelling (D) planting a giant field

C

13. After he travels an entire month to survey the island, what important realization strikes Robinson Crusoe?
(A) how critical it is to have gunpowder
(C) how much he has missed his “home” on the island
(B) how far he actually is from civilization
(D) how time passes quickly when you stay busy working

A

14. Upon his second anniversary on the island, Robinson Crusoe’s attitude toward his being there is ___.
(A) thankfulness (B) discouragement (C) anxiety (D) patience

B

15. Robinson Crusoe’s list of “must-do” daily tasks includes all the following except ___.
(A) reading his Bible (B) surveying the island (C) hunting for food (D) preparing his food

B

16. “Poll” the parrot’s unique achievement is providing Robinson Crusoe with ___.
(A) a “hunting buddy” (B) another voice on the island (C) a “guard” to keep other birds off his crops
(D) feathers for his “walking hat” (E) some of the juiciest, most tender meat outside of KFC Extra Crispy

D

17. The earthquake benefits Robinson Crusoe, because it ___.
(A) kills several animals (B) opens up a creek (C) widens his home

(D) moves the ship pieces closer

A
D

18. What two Biblical men is Robinson Crusoe associated with near the story’s beginning? (Choose two.)
(A) the prodigal son (B) Noah (C) the apostle Peter (D) Jonah

B

19. The reason Robinson Crusoe fails at building his first boat is because ___.
(A) he can’t cut the hard wood (B) it’s too big to move (C) he puts a hole in it

A

(D) he splits the wood

20. While thinking one day Robinson Crusoe recalls that on September 30, the same day he was born, he ___.
(A) is marooned (B) ran away to sea (C) was captured as a slave (D) escaped the Moor pirates

BONUS (+5):

How much grain does Robinson Crusoe set as his goal of producing each year?
40 BUSHELS

